Centralize and manage your enterprise knowledge with Onna

Enterprise Knowledge Management Data Sheet
The advent of productivity and messaging tools have made it
increasingly difficult to manage knowledge across an organization.
While these tools help boost users’ efficiency and productivity, they
pose risks when it comes to enterprise knowledge management. Onna
centralizes knowledge found across a myriad of enterprise platforms

like Slack, Dropbox, G Suite, and more, creating a searchable repository
of indexed enterprise data. By leveraging AI and machine learning
technologies, Onna classiﬁes and categorizes your enterprise data,
making it easier to monitor compliance management, respond to
discovery requests, and institute retention policies.

API-Based

New Media Capability

Onna connects to the most commonly-used
enterprise data sources via their APIs, maintaining all
relevant data and metadata.

Onna specializes in integrations with new media
sources such as Slack, Conﬂuence, and JIRA.

Real-time Uniﬁed Search

Smart Organization

Onna enables searches across multiple data sources
using one interface. The platform processes and
indexes all ﬁles with their original metadata for
comprehensive searching.

Onna uses machine learning and AI technologies to
automatically categorize and classify information,
making it easier to organize and cull relevant data.

Compliance Management
Monitoring PII, PCI, PHI

GDPR - Subject access
requests

Onna allows searches using regular
expressions, patterns, or document
types. Searches can be run manually,
or alerts can be set up to notify you
when sensitive data is entered or
shared in your company’s systems.

Onna lets you search in real-time
across an entire organization based
on a subject’s name or other
identifying information. Companies
can export a list of all the relevant
ﬁles to complete subject access
requests for GDPR.

Smart Data Migration
Onna ensures original metadata is
preserved by connecting with each
source’s API or through custom
integration. Collected ﬁles can be
exported in their original format.
Onna also creates reports listing all
ﬁles and associated metadata for
record-keeping purposes.

Data Loss Detection

Smart Documentation Retention

Onna uses smart alerts to notify you of suspicious activity.
You can set up keywords and be notiﬁed when they are
mentioned accross your enterprise data.

Onna helps organizations create smart retention policies
by identifying document types that should automatically
be saved within Onna. File types, such as PDFs, can be
automatically extracted and saved from sources like email
or ﬁle repositories.

Beneﬁts
Centralized Repository

Minimize Risks

Reduce Costs. Save Time

Maintain a centralized repository of
your enterprise data, categorized and
classiﬁed using our machine learning
and AI technologies.

Set up smart alerts to notify you when
unprotected PII, PHI, PCI, or other
sensitive data is found across your
enterprise data.

Greatly reduce your costs and time
spent ﬁnding important information.
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